Wilmette Community Band
Band Meeting Minuets

8/25/2022   Submitted By  Dennis Jasieniecki Secretary

Meeting brought to order, Zoom format, Attended by:  Isaacson, Tilles, Ring, Taylor, Nador, Fertig, Fodor, Jasieniecki

Brought to order by Taylor, It was decided to proceed with information sharing and discussion even without a voting Quorum.

Previous meeting min. were approved.
Ring reported the financial balance was $11,714   A report will follow with details at a later date.
Sally has a few dues payments, David has some tee shirt payments, we owe the churches rent for rehearsals. All the above is in process and will be settled by our next meeting when a voting quorum is attained.
As the pandemic ebbs and we restart to begin a more normal operation it was noted that a new and more accurate method of paying for rehearsal rental needs to be put in place, financials, dues, income will all be more accurately noted. Thank you Jeff Ring. 

Bob reported he has been working on the sales tax exemption(we now have an “E” number).Thank you Bob.
Terry will be sending out solicitations for financial support, rates to remain the same, sponsorship the same and can be increased to multiple sponsors per concert.
Paul is changing jobs(congrats!!), Ring will step in to sponsor Zoom access.Paul may be secondary host. Sally also has Zoom membership. Transitioning will be seamless. 
Additional Board position changes need to be dealt with.
Bob reports that Filipek is stepping down as Publicity Mgr but will still sub as conductor. She will be Member at large.
Linsenmeier may be able to accept some Publicity Mgr responsibility and will be a future discussion on the two board positions.
The Property Mgr Board position probably needs to be a team leader position. 
Bob would like all board positions to be reviewed and updated. To be managed with a voting meeting in near future.
David stressed the need to recruit for current and new positions. Soon.
Terry noted the Board Member job descriptions are cumbersome. Bob noted that the task list should be adjusted to be relevant by the Board Member, perhaps to be enlarged to a team status.
Paul volunteered to recruit for board membership, Dennis will help with this. We will start at the beginning of rehearsal for two or three minutes. 
Bob added we should have a succession plan, term limits, and bring in more of the membership to enjoy a stream of fresh ideas. Something like, Past member, Current member, and future Member. This would also result in more of the band being an active part of more dynamic organization feeding on fresh ideas. In the case of the need of a board member to go on hiatus, transitioning would be simple with no harm to our organization. 
David reported that Amanda is selling tympani that would be a step up for our band and selling our older instrument will make the switch nearly even, all were in favor. No vote required since no or little cost will be born by the band. 
Bob suggested a raise to $75 for dues. Could include the first band tee shirt, more on that later.
David suggested a bylaws change concerning section leaders and the assignment of parts to players, tabled for now. 
Dennis did some research on renting a 5X10 ft storage facility to store our music and some equipment. The advantages 
are several, allowing access over a wide variety of time and day, no imposition on a band member’s living space, targeted insurance, a climate controlled facility to work in. Security. I surveyed 4 sites all within 2 miles of Trinity Lutheran Church. Tabled for now.
We will also ask the band membership if anyone has convenient extra space that would fit this need.

The next meeting will be post rehearsal Sept 22nd (45min max)

